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Although we continue to have funerals here at OLG during the coronavirus pandemic, 

certain adjustments are necessary to comply with coronavirus safety measures required under 

state law and/or directives of the Diocese of Orange.  As you read our parish booklet,  Planning a 

Catholic Christian Funeral (click here) (which describes our normal practices and procedures for 

funerals here at OLG), please read the following for adjustments in those practices and 

procedures based on the coronavirus safety measures currently in effect. 

 

Limit in Number Allowed in the Church and Other Requirements for Those 

Attending the Funeral:  For funerals occurring while current coronavirus safety measures are in 

effect, the total number allowed in the church is 100.  In addition: 

 Face coverings are strongly recommended, especially when physical distance of 

at least six feet is not possible (such as when walking to and from one's place). 

 Physical distancing of six feet or more between persons from different families is 

required. Members of the same family may be seated together but should maintain 

at least six feet of distance from other families. 

 Everyone is asked not to engage in any physical contact with anyone else while 

on church property. Greet one another keeping physical distancing – for example, 

with a kind word, a bow of the head and/or a wave, and not with elbow bumps or 

anything like that. 

 

The Importance of the Funeral Mass; Possibility of the Funeral Liturgy Outside of 

Mass (Planning a Catholic Christian Funeral pp. 7-8):  We continue to encourage celebration of 

Funeral Masses for our faithful departed, especially our faithful departed who were practicing 

Catholics and went to Sunday Mass on a regular basis – who, therefore, actually valued the 

Eucharist.  At times during the coronavirus pandemic, however, celebration of Funeral Masses 

has been impractical or even impossible.  In those cases, priests and deacons have been able to 

do graveside services that include elements both of the Funeral Liturgy Outside of Mass and the 

graveside prayers.  This extended graveside service has given family and friends of the faithful 

departed a sense of having a more complete funeral for their loved one than just the graveside 

prayers alone.  Families who find it impractical to have a Funeral Mass for their faithful departed 

during this time may want to consider having such an extended graveside service instead. 

 

Because the number allowed in the church is currently limited by coronavirus safety 

measures to 100, Funeral Masses also may be celebrated outside on the backfield where there is 

no such limitation. 

 

https://uploads.weconnect.com/mce/4707f92226a773ddf1b2602948b881004c8a96e9/Sacraments%20and%20Sacramentals/Funerals/FuneralPlanBookEng011216PDFForm.pdf
https://uploads.weconnect.com/mce/4707f92226a773ddf1b2602948b881004c8a96e9/Sacraments%20and%20Sacramentals/Funerals/FuneralPlanBookEng011216PDFForm.pdf
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Introductory Rites (Planning a Catholic Christian Funeral p. 10):  Because processions 

present a particular risk of a breakdown in social distancing (both in the formation of the 

procession as well as the procession itself), liturgical processions have mostly been eliminated 

here at OLG during the coronavirus pandemic.  For that reason, there will be no procession of 

the family accompanying the casket or urn at funerals here at OLG while coronavirus safety 

measures remain in effect.  Instead, prior to the beginning of the funeral, the casket or urn will be 

placed in its position at the front of the church near the sanctuary, and family members also 

simply will take their places in the church. 

 

Choosing Persons to Bring Forward the Gifts (Planning a Catholic Christian Funeral 

p. 13):  The gifts of bread and wine are not being brought forward in procession here at OLG 

while current coronavirus safety measures are in effect.  Nor is there any other form of “offertory 

procession.”  (The bread and wine are simply placed on the priest’s credence table near the altar 

before Mass.) 

 

 Final Funeral Prayers, Holy Communion and Departure from the Church:  As at 

most of our Masses here at OLG while current coronavirus safety measures are in effect, Holy 

Communion is distributed to the faithful at the conclusion of a Funeral Mass rather than at the 

regular Communion time.  The priest first does the incensing of the body or cremains and the 

final funeral prayers.  The priest then distributes Holy Communion to the faithful who wish to 

receive Communion.  All are encouraged to depart from the church after receiving Communion 

or, if not receiving Communion, as others are receiving Communion.  There is no procession of 

the family accompanying the casket or urn out of the church.  Instead, after the funeral, the 

casket or urn is taken from the church and placed in the hearse or other mode of transportation.  

Those who wish to greet the family of the faithful departed are encouraged to do so not in the 

church but, rather, outside in the plaza (where it is easier to maintain social distancing and 

ventilation is better). 


